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"Covers more information than a week's worth of private lessons."ÂÂSki magazine The

All-Mountain Skier helps skiers advance their skills with a foolproof, self-instructional program for

mastering advanced techniques in even the most challenging conditions. Drawing from his

extensive experience as a ski professional, instructor Mark Elling delivers essential advice and

informationÂÂincluding tips from other expert skiersÂÂto help readers perform like pros.
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I started out really liking this book, but was less impressed by the end. What I liked about the book

is the writing style. Its well written, in an engaging way that makes it easy to keep turning the pages.

However, I felt that much of the content was a bit disorganized, like a brain-dump of a terrific skier,

but not presented in a way to nurture a skier along from one skill to the next. A good skier will be

easily bored with this book in my opinion, I learned very little from it.I offered the book to an

intermediate friend of mine, thinking it would be ideal for him. He started out being enchanted by the

writing style also, but after a few chapters gave up because the content was too scattered and

random in the way its presented. In my opinion this is like a a brain dump from a ski instructor that

has learned a lot of "tips" over the years and tried to find an engaging way to publish a bunch of

those tips into a book form. I didn't entirely agree with a few points, but overall, I thought most of the

tips and technique ideas were accurate and well presented with great drawings to illustrate them.

Just kind of random order and so much information that an intermediate would be quickly

overwhelmed and not know what to try next to apply any of this. My intermediate friend put the book

down after a few chapters and just said it was "too much to think about". Each chapter did provide



exercises at the end of the chapter for applying what that chapter talks about. So a committed skier

could take them one chapter at a time and go work on it perhaps. However, I thought many of the

exercises were just the typical exercises that every PSIA instructor uses to emphasize skills. What if

the reader performs the exercises wrong?
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